
Chakra Overtone Drum – the effect on human energy field and chakras  

 

The report is based on Kirlian Camera that captures human energy field and software for analyses and 

visualisation. Readings were taken on three persons before and after 15 minutes of playing CODs. Two 

persons were playing CODs and one was listening. 

Chakras - blue line is reading before playing and red line is reading after playing for each person 

 

The result is that chakras have a tendency to align with each other. On the visualisation can be seen 

the tendency towards circle which would be the optimum state. Changes are related to stimulation of 

CODs frequencies and capability of chakras to align. Chakras are connected to the endocrine system 

which is a complex system of glands that produce and secrete hormones directly into the circulatory 

system to influence, regulate and control metabolism and many of the body's processes. Aligning of 

chakras has direct positive effect on endocrine system and body functions.  

 

Chakras – group tendency 

 

When we compare readings of all three persons we see the tendency of aligning as a group. First 

picture shows readings of all three persons before and second picture after playing. This shows us that 

beside CODs there is also a group stimulation of chakras. The conclusion can be that with COD 

facilitation we create stimulation of chakras and group alignment. We exchange energy and 

information from each other thru chakras and alignment of chakras brings better understanding and 

connection to each other. 

  



Energy field – before and after playing for each person 

        

 

          

Frequencies of Chakra Overtone Drum effect human energy field. The effect is activating inactive parts, 

charging and balancing. All our organs have energetic part that resonates with other organs in human 

energy field. Stimulating human energy field is also stimulating organs and physical wellbeing.  

 

General conclusion is that Charka Overtone Drum stimulates metabolism and other body functions 

as well as functioning organs and physical wellbeing. COD facilitation brings people to better 

understanding and connection with each other. 

 

By Sound Of the Voice 

On first picture we can see weak 

energy field on several places. Those 

parts of energy field were activated 

and energy field was balanced. 

On first picture we can see distortion 

of energy field at the head. This was 

aligned and energy field was 

balanced and charged. 

  

On first picture we can see energy 

field without distortion but not 

balanced well. Energy field was 

balanced and charged. 


